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Come Explore KOKET’s Exotic Animal Instinct at
High Point Market
U.S. Luxury Interior Decor Brand KOKET Is Set Bring Enticing
Animalistic Vibes to High Point Market This October

September 2018 - Brilliant shimmering peacock feathers, exotic animal prints and more
animalistic allure is coming to KOKET’s booth at High Point Market this October. The brand
will bring its signature seductive flair to the largest home furnishings industry trade show
in the world from the 13-17th of October in IHFC’s Interhall area, booth IH106. Notorious
for captivating onlookers around the globe with their daring design aesthetic, sophisticated
whimsy, and magnetic charisma, High Point visitors will not want to miss KOKET’s Animal
Instinct exhibit this October!
Inspired by glamorous styles from past eras, KOKET’s CEO Janet Morais and the brand’s
design team re-imagine, re-interpret and add their own unique touch of sexy sophistication
to each of the brand’s statement pieces. Hand- craftsmanship, artisanal touches, glittering
metallics, lush textiles, abstract silhouettes, intriguing textures and opulent embellishments
blend seamlessly to create rare objects of desire which are sure to be conversation starters
in any space.
Unafraid of taking risks and constantly pushing the boundaries of traditional, and even contemporary design, KOKET has never adhered to the status quo, and design lovers around the
world continue to fawn over its original and alluring creations. From casegoods and upholstery to lighting and mirrors, KOKET’s collection consists of dramatic and elegantly refined
interior decor pieces which exude the perfect blend of extoic sensuality and sophisticated
style. With twenty new releases in 2018 KOKET has become a goto source for interior designers and consumers looking to create unique, bold and seductive spaces.
KOKET has a magical way of engaging its customers and brand loyalists so they feel like
members of an exclusive community. If you have ever visited a trade show where KOKET
was exhibiting you are sure to have felt the warmth, energy and passion that is KOKET.
Come feel the love and be inspired by KOKET’s passion for the animal kingdom’s exotic side
this fall in booth IH106 at High Point Market from October 13-17, 2018.
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KOKET - The brand
Daring design aesthetic, high impact events, lavish presentations, notoriously risqué ad
campaigns and inspiring editorial, have an uncanny way of conveying KOKET’s mission to
inspire love and empower through its statement pieces and unique design driven experiences and content.
The innate desire to seduce and entice its devotees is perfectly illustrated in the Guilty
Pleasures and Exotic Opulence Collections composed of dramatic case goods, luscious
upholstery, exquisite lighting and decadent furs; all of which mesmerize with their magical
mineral medleys, lux metallics, vibrant jewel tones and exotic peacock feathers.
KOKET’s savoir faire is intoxicating! The line is manufactured by master artisans and jewelers
who leave no detail or element forgotten. KOKET’s principal designers are a group of exceptionally artistic and well-rounded product designers who are led by Janet’s creative eye and
almost fanatic strive for perfection. The brand is managed by an elite staff of highly skilled
individuals who strive to create moments of design seduction while seamlessly selling the
collection worldwide through a selective network of interior designers and luxury retail
stores.
For more information or for an interview with KOKET founder and CEO Janet Morais please
contact:

Natália Vilaca
public relations & press director
natalia@bykoket.com
Skype at nataliavilaca101
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